
Nature Journaling Across the Curriculum

Course Description:
Spend three days and two nights exploring and experiencing the hills and valleys of Grafton, 

Vermont while you learn how to use Nature Journaling to bring hands-on science into your classroom 
and how to integrate nature journals across your curriculum.  By the end of this multi-day workshop all 
participants will have developed individualized curriculum units that suit the needs and resources of 
their own school.

Reflective Narrative:
This three day workshop was exhilarating! I went with a colleague from TES and we both 

learned so much about journaling across the curriculum.  Just being able to have time to share with 
another colleague was so rewarding.  I was able to bring back may activities for both science and 
writing to my kindergarten classroom.  One of the goals I wanted to bring back to Thetford Elementary, 
was to allow more time for exploring outdoor nature with my kindergarten students and to have it a 
year round process of outdoor discovery.  The first thing I did was create an “Eyeing Nature” journal 
for each of my students with paper, pencil, colored pencils and crayons.  We used this journal each time 
we went to our school rainbow garden and when we went into the meadow.  The meadow was a new 
Kindergarten unit.  This meadow unit ran for eight weeks in the Fall and four weeks in the Spring. We 
did many activities and the children did many gatherings of meadow materials. The children drew their 
observations in their “Eyeing Nature” journals. The children were really using all their senses to gain a 
true prospective of their outdoor surroundings.  The best activity was when we went on a bug hunt.  We 
found ants, three praying mantis, sighted a snake, ladybug, wolf spider, cricket, birds and butterflies. 
The children did amazing illustrations when we returned and then of course we sang the wonderful 
release song and let everything go back to nature where it belongs.  Next, we adopted the wonderful 
apple tree out front of our school and each month we have gone out to make observations and drawing 
of the seasons of the apple tree.  Lastly, the children have been able to do some amazing writing pieces 
about things in nature.  They made Garden picture books in the Fall and they made Farm Animal 
reports in the Spring.  I am so blessed to have taken this course because it is now making me take a 
closer look at how important it is for children to be outside learning from the real thing!

IPDP Evidence:
Writing Goal
Standard 1:  Learning
Standard 2:  Professional Developmental
Standard 3:  Colleagueship
Standard 4:  Advocacy


